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**ABSTRACT**

Martin Bylica became the favorite court astrologer to the Hungarian king Matthias Corvinus in 1468 and then enjoyed royal patronage throughout the remainder of Corvinus’s reign. Initially, Bylica’s success at the Corvinian court was based on his performance before the Hungarian diet, where he used an astrolabe to solve a technical astrological problem: rectifying a natal horoscope. Once he had gained the king’s patronage, Bylica solidified his position at court by emphasizing the various layers of his astrological expertise—academic credentials, personal experience, the use of instruments, and his collection of horoscopes. Bylica’s expertise was based not on privileged access to the natural world, but on his ability to offer expert interpretations of that world. Because of his success, Bylica’s career at Corvinus’s court also reveals how the king distinguished between competing claims to astrological expertise and the place of that expertise in his political program.

In 1485, when the Hungarian king Matthias Corvinus besieged the city of Vienna, he was accompanied by his favorite court astrologer and political adviser, the Pole Martin Bylica. Presumably Bylica offered advice on the siege and, perhaps, calculated propitious times to attack.1 Corvinus captured Vienna on the first of June and two days later marched triumphantly into the city. Bylica was already inside Vienna and present to record the celebration. He described the king riding into the city on his finest horse, surrounded by Hungarian lords, and resplendent in his parade armor. Corvinus processed through the streets of Vienna and finally arrived at the central square. Bylica recounted the king’s entry into St. Stephen’s Cathedral, where he granted audiences to the city council and the masters from the University of Vienna.2

---

captured Vienna, Corvinus rejoiced in finally controlling an important university. He had long been a patron of the sciences and had twice before tried to establish universities in Hungary, both of which had failed, for different reasons. Consequently, he was eager to restore the University of Vienna to its stature of the time when such luminaries as Johannes de Gmunden, Georg Peuerbach, and Regiomontanus had been associated with it. He immediately appointed Bylica to be his liaison to the university, and through him Corvinus reaffirmed the university’s rights and privileges and promised to increase faculty salaries. Shortly after Corvinus left Vienna, Bylica followed him back to Buda, where he continued to provide astrological advice until the king died five years later.

Bylica’s central place in all aspects of this episode—offering advice during the siege, recording Corvinus’s entry, negotiating between the king and the university masters, and finally returning to Buda with the king—hints at the many roles that astrologers could play at a court. Bylica’s career at the Hungarian court reveals the contours of astrological expertise that the king rewarded. His efforts to establish himself as an expert occurred within the specific political and social contexts of the Hungarian diet, in a contentious debate with another astrologer and aspiring expert. Along with the requisite academic credentials, Bylica initially constructed his expertise around the prominent and public use of astrological instruments to solve a central problem in astrology: rectifying a geniture. His use of an astrolabe to correct the birth time for a person’s horoscope was calculated to appeal to the king’s own fascination with astrology and astronomical instruments. At the same time, by using an astrolabe Bylica demonstrated his command of a specialized body of knowledge and distinguished himself from his rival. Corvinus publicly acknowledged and thereby legitimated Bylica’s expertise—a combination of some prerequisite academic training, theoretical knowledge, and technical skill. Once Bylica had secured Corvinus’s patronage and support, he adapted his expertise to the new political contexts and expectations. No longer hoping to establish himself as an expert, Bylica concentrated on maintaining and deploying his astrological expertise in the service of the monarch. Bylica now emphasized his academic experience through familiarity with a canon of astrological knowledge, explicitly drew on his own astrological experience, and displayed his command of astrology’s technical, mathematical reference tools—horoscopes—in

---

3 Corvinus had supported the universities in the western capital of Pozsony (see below) and in Buda. See Leslie S. Domonkos, “A History of Three Early Hungarian Universities: Obuda, Pozsony and Buda” (PhD diss., Univ. of Notre Dame, 1966).


5 I treat expertise here not as a reified thing, in the manner of Collins and Evans, but as an attribute applied to a person (H. M. Collins and Robert Evans, “The Third Wave of Science Studies: Studies of Expertise and Experience,” *Social Studies of Science* 32 [2002]: 235–96; Collins and Evans, *Rethinking Expertise* [Chicago, 2007]). As such, expertise does not exist except insofar as some authority affirms that expertise. Rejecting the idea that expert knowledge is some “thing,” I focus on the specific forms of persuasion and the instruments and other resources Bylica used to portray himself as an expert and to get his claims accepted as true. For a review of the issues involved in expertise, see Eric H. Ash’s introduction to this volume.
order to demonstrate that he possessed a productive and predictive body of knowledge.⁶

While Bylica certainly benefited from Corvinus’s legitimation, the king’s own status was elevated through a reflected authority from Bylica’s expertise. By attracting Bylica to his court and exploiting his astrological knowledge, Corvinus enhanced his own legitimacy. Through his patronage of Bylica Corvinus now possessed a useful body of knowledge, a technical expertise, that could be used to achieve political goals through predictive knowledge that promised to inform the monarch’s decisions and through the projection of power that reinforced the monarch’s efforts to construct his own image.⁷

CORVINUS AND ASTROLOGY

Corvinus’s early interest in astrology was informed by his experience at his father’s court in Transylvania. Johannes Hunyadi had supported various astrologers, including the famous Polish astrologer Martin Król from Żurawica, who spent a number of years at the Hunyadi court during Corvinus’s youth.⁸ Because the Hunyadi family had only recently risen to prominence, Corvinus’s father probably relied on astrologers to confirm and reinforce his family’s newly acquired authority. By the time Corvinus became king, he recognized that astrology provided the Renaissance monarch with a powerful set of tools for solidifying his own authority, legitimating his rule, and transforming the institutions of government.⁹ In particular, historic-

---


astrological analysis demonstrated the connection between the motions of the planets and political dynasties and religions. Princes used astrology—especially the theory of great conjunctions—to locate the basis for their authority in the stars and to confirm the natural, unassailable source for their rule.\(^{10}\) The skilled astrologer promised to interpret the motions of the celestial bodies to reveal God’s plan. Astrology in the service of the prince could simultaneously bolster that prince’s claims to power and undermine efforts to resist his authority. During periods of political instability or regime change, astrology’s political significance grew.\(^{11}\) From the beginning of his reign Corvinus sought to recruit the best astrologers. In the late 1450s, as the newly elected king of Hungary, Corvinus relied on his family’s connections with Dalmatia to attract architects, artists, and astrologers to his court. The first astrologer Corvinus invited to Buda was the Dalmatian Johannes Gazulus. Although Gazulus declined the invitation, he sent in his place copies of his astrological texts.\(^{12}\) The king’s interest in astrology increased throughout his reign and formed a common thread linking his architectural, artistic, and bibliographic achievements.\(^{13}\) Corvinus had the two ceilings in his famous library decorated with astrological frescoes depicting horoscopes for important events in his life. The ceiling in the first room of the library was painted with Corvinus’s geniture, his birth horoscope. The horoscope for the king’s coronation covered the ceiling in the second room.\(^{14}\) These two astrological frescoes were fitting decorations for the books in Corvinus’s library, which reflected the king’s strong interest in astrology.

His collection included classical texts on astrology, such as Manilius’s *Astronomicon* and Firmicus Maternus’s *Matheseos Libri Octo*. Arabic commentaries and Latin translations of Greek texts were well represented: he had Hali Abenrudian’s commentary on Ptolemy’s *Quadripartitum*, Albohali’s *De Judiciis Nativitatum*, an Arabic-Latin version of Ptolemy’s *Centiloquium*, as well as George of Trebizond’s translation of Ptolemy’s *Almagest*.\(^{15}\) Along with more recent Byzantine Greek manuscripts on

---


\(^{11}\) For early examples of emperors’ efforts to use astrology to reinforce their authority, see Alfred Schmid, *Augustus und die Macht der Sterne: Antike Astrologie und die Etablierung der Monarchie in Rom* (Cologne, 2005), 245–77.


Corvinus's collection of astrological texts did not happen accidentally. In 1465 Corvinus appointed the Italian humanist and astrologer Galeotto Marzio da Narni to oversee the library. Marzio had first come to Hungary a few years earlier at the request of Johannes Vitéz, whose palace in Esztergom was a center for humanist activities. Marzio returned briefly to Italy before he relocated to Buda in 1465 to become the chief librarian for Corvinus’s collection. In addition to having humanist skills, which Corvinus certainly would have found desirable in his chief librarian, Marzio was also an accomplished astrologer. He had written works on both astrology and chiromancy. His interest in astrology and humanism complemented the king’s. Marzio had recognized Corvinus’s interests and abilities in astrology, even referring to the king at one point as rex et astrologus.22 In another work, Marzio recounted Corvinus’s harsh judgment of astrologers, claiming that the king based his opinion on his own considerable knowledge in astrology. Marzio was probably responsible for ensuring that the library realized Corvinus’s goals and fit into the king’s broader political agenda.23
By 1467, when Martin Bylica arrived in Hungary, Corvinus’s efforts to amass an impressive collection of astrological texts, as well as his own interests and purported abilities, were widely known. Indeed, Bylica succeeded in becoming one of Corvinus’s most trusted political advisers because he recognized the importance of astrology in Corvinus’s political agenda and was able to demonstrate his own astrological expertise. Bylica’s expertise was based on his academic credentials, his technical knowledge, and, most important, his use of astrological instruments. Bylica’s career literally hinged on a technical detail: the proper technique for rectifying a geniture. His solution to this problem, displayed initially before the king and the assembled counts, reveals how he performed his own astrological expertise. At the same time, Bylica’s success illuminates the role of astrology and astrological instruments in Corvinian politics and at Corvinus’s court.

**BYLICA’S ACADEMIC TRAINING**

Martin Bylica benefited from the most advanced training in astrology available in northern Europe. He had matriculated at the University of Krakow in 1452, where Martin Król had recently established chairs in mathematics and astrology to promote the study of astrology in Krakow. As a student, he heard lectures by Andreas Gryzmalas, who had recently been appointed to the chair in astrology and mathematics at the university. Bylica received his bachelor’s degree in 1456 and began offering lectures on the *compotus*—the various methods for calculating important calendrical data, especially the date of Easter. Three years later Bylica was promoted to master and assumed the chair in astrology. In this role he lectured on various astrological texts, including Ptolemy’s *Quadripartitum* and *Centiloquium* and Abu Ma’shar’s *Introductorium*. Like many students at Krakow, Bylica left for Bologna to study medicine and astrology. At the University of Bologna, Bylica held lectures on astrology during the 1463/4 academic year. His reputation as a skilled and knowledgeable astrologer—he was referred to as the “distinguished and preeminent doctor, Master Martin of Poland”—attracted the attention of powerful patrons.
Rodericus Borgia persuaded Bylica to be his court astrologer and, in the summer of 1464, to travel to Rome, where Borgia participated in the Papal Conclave.

In Rome Bylica befriended Regiomontanus, who was also working in Rome as court astrologer for Cardinal Bessarion. Bylica’s well-known astrological skills must have contributed to the close friendship that developed between the two astrologers. They discussed at length the problems in the standard textbook used to teach astronomy, Gerard of Cremona’s Theorica Planatarum. In August Regiomontanus composed his Dialogue inter Vien nensem et Cracoviensem adversus Gerardum Cre monensem in Planatarum Theoricas Deliramenta in which he detailed their critique. In the dialogue, the two friends were readily identifiable as the two interlocutors, Johannes from Vienna and Martin from Krakow.

Regiomontanus and Bylica soon left Rome and moved to Hungary. They had been invited to teach mathematics and astronomy at the newly established Academia Istropolitana, but when they arrived in Hungary in 1465 the university was not yet open, so the pair spent nearly two years at Johannes Vitéz’s palace in Esztergom. There they collaborated on a number of technical astrological texts that complemented Vitéz’s as well as Corvinus’s interests in astrology. Regiomontanus’s Tabulae Directionum Profectionumque was a product of this early period of collaboration. Bylica noted on the flyleaf of his copy of this work that he, Bylica, “was present and assisted in numerous places.” Bylica’s earlier training had clearly given him the technical skills to assist Regiomontanus in producing what became the standard astrological reference tool. More important, his collaboration with the German astrologer solidified his own reputation as a skilled astrologer. Over the next year while the two friends worked together, Regiomontanus produced his Tabulae ac Problemata Primi Mobilis and his Tabula Sinuum. Annotations in Bylica’s copies of these texts indicate that he was a careful and competent editor.

THE IMPORTANCE OF GETTING IT RIGHT—RECTIFYING A GENITURE

On July 20, 1467, one month after the Academia Istropolitana opened, Bylica and Regiomontanus were welcomed into the city of Pozsony, where the town council hosted an elaborate feast in their honor. Bylica began lecturing on astrology that fall. In the late spring or early summer of 1468, Bylica was given the opportunity to display his astrological expertise before the king. Corvinus had convened the Hungarian diet in Pozsony, the western capital of Hungary and conveniently located near
Moravia, which the king had recently invaded. In front of the king and the assembled Hungarian counts and nobles, Bylica and his former student, Jan Stercze, debated the proper astrological techniques for casting a horoscope. In 1467 Stercze had cast a geniture for Renold Rozgon’s son. The Rozgon family had risen to prominence in Hungary, enjoyed Corvinus’s support, and had supplied the kingdom with royal judges and other ministers. Johannes Rozgon, the patriarch, had appointed Stercze the court astrologer to the Rozgon family. When Rozgon asked Bylica to confirm Stercze’s horoscope, Bylica apparently identified a number of errors. Letters passed between the two astrologers without resolving the matter. When the diet convened in 1468, Stercze and Bylica found themselves thrust into the center of royal politics. Corvinus, Rozgon, and the rest of the diet watched as the two astrologers debated the geniture Stercze had cast.

The debate over the proper construction and interpretation of a geniture brings into sharp focus the political risks that practicing astrologers faced and what astrological techniques they employed to succeed in that context. Astrology had always been fraught with political peril. When called on to predict their own patron’s future success or health, astrologers had to tread delicately around sensitive subjects, such as impending danger or illness. When patrons requested prognostications for their rivals, astrologers also had to be careful not to find themselves on the wrong side of treasonous plots. Practicing astrologers often found themselves tempted by political success and authority and threatened by political demise, imprisonment, and even death.

The debate between Stercze and Bylica centered on a specific astrological technique: the proper rectification of a geniture. Rectifying a geniture involved retrospectively adjusting the time of a birth horoscope. Since antiquity astrologers had struggled to calculate more accurate natal charts. In his Quadripartitum, Ptolemy claimed that natal charts were consistently inaccurate because people either had not recorded the time of birth or had relied on inaccurate and imprecise timekeeping instruments. Consequently, astrologers needed to have a rational method for determining the precise hour and minute of birth. Ptolemy himself had presented two different methods. The first method, commonly referred to as the animodar, required finding the location of the ruling planet for the most recent new or full moon that preceded the birth. The ruling planet’s degree in its zodiacal sign was then 35 The Rozgon family had since Sigismund played an important role in Hungarian politics. János Rozgon’s support helped Corvinus strengthen his centralized authority. Corvinus appointed Rozgon royal judge and magister tavarnicorum (master of the treasury) for more than a decade.


37 Two different accounts of this event survive. Bylica’s own account survives in a letter to his nephew. Another account, possibly written by Johannes de Glogavia, was destroyed during the Second World War. For the former, see Bylica, “Epistola ad Stanislaum Bylica de Olkusze de Modo Rectificandi Genituras Humanas,” BJ cod. 616, fols. 146v–147r. The catalog description of the other account is found in Franciszek Pułaski, Opis 815 rękopisów: Biblioteki Ord. Krasiński (Warsaw, 1915), 43–5.

38 For an excellent example of this at the Sforza court in Milan, see Azzolini, “Politics of Prognostication” (cit. n. 9).

39 For two astrologers imprisoned for their participation in a plot, see Carey, Courting Disaster (cit. n. 9), 149. Italian astrologers also found themselves wrapped up in conspiratorial plots; see Azzolini, “Politics of Prognostication” and “Reading Health in the Stars.” (Both cit. n. 9).

used as the degree of the ascendant in the natal chart.41 Ptolemy presented a second method in his *Centiloquium*, a technique referred to as the Trutine of Hermes. It relied on the position of the moon, which was thought to influence the time of pregnancy. The degree and sign of the ascendant at birth is the same as the degree of the moon at the time of conception.42 Regiomontanus’s teacher, Georg Peuerbach, had used this technique to rectify Empress Leonore’s geniture, which geniture Regiomontanus later copied.43 By the fifteenth century, astrologers had refined these two techniques and had developed other methods. Commonly, astrologers discussed the various methods before adopting the one they thought most accurate.44 These discussions reveal both the importance of the practice and the variety of techniques available to practicing astrologers. By the sixteenth century, rectifying genitures became an important part of an astrologer’s professional identity—Luca Guarico and Girolamo Cardano disputed in print the proper methods for correcting a birth time.45 Certain horoscopes attracted considerable attention—Martin Luther’s geniture received repeated analysis by both Catholic and Protestant astrologers.46 Astrologers used analogous techniques to rectify horoscopes for the foundation of buildings and institutions, including St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome and the Academia Istropolitana.47 Far from being an esoteric technicality, rectifying a geniture was central to the practice of astrology.

Bylica and Stercz certainly knew of the various methods available to rectify genitures, and each man clearly had his preferred technique. Those techniques were not, however, equally valid in the eyes of Corvinus and the other Hungarian magnates who had assembled to witness the contest. In a letter to his nephew Stanislaus, Bylica explained the importance of using and being seen to use the correct method. There was more at stake than simply getting the geniture correct. Bylica pointed out that the astrologer’s career was also at risk. He encouraged his nephew not to open himself up to ridicule,

41 Ibid., 29–30. This general technique continued to be refined well into the seventeenth century. See, e.g., William Lilly’s discussion in his *Christian Astrology, Modestly Treated in Three Books* (London, 1647), 505–6.
42 Ptolemy, *Cl. Ptolemaei Librorum de Iudiciis Astrologiciis Quatuor* (cit. n. 40), 35.
44 See, e.g., Johannes Schöner’s comments in the opening pages of his *De Iudiciis Nativitatum Libri Tres* (Nuremberg, 1545), 1r–3v, or Melanchthon’s introduction to Schöner’s *Opera Mathematica* (Nuremberg, 1551), 57r. Astrologers in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries still reviewed the various methods before defending one of them. See Oger Ferrier, *A Learned Astronomical Discourse, of the Judgement of Nativities*, trans. Thomas Kelway (London, 1593), fols. 1v–3r; Lilly, *Christian Astrology* (cit. n. 41), 500–19.
46 On attempts to rectify Luther’s horoscope, see most recently Grafton, *Cardano’s Cosmos* (cit. n. 9), 74–7.
in the same way as master Johannes Stercze, who one time added thirty-two minutes to the equation of the day for the geniture for the son of Lord Renold Rozgon and then constructed a false and erroneous figure, on account of which he was then mocked and scorned by Lord King Matthias and the Lords of Rozgon, and he thus became destitute.\textsuperscript{48}

When Corvinus judged the contest he declared Bylica the winner and awarded him 100 florins. More important, Bylica’s victory led directly to his role as Corvinus’s adviser, while Stercze left the court and spent the remainder of his career in obscurity.\textsuperscript{49} Stercze and Bylica both possessed the requisite academic credentials and experience to appear before the king and the assembled lords. Those credentials were insufficient, however, to determine which of the two was the expert. The attribution of expertise had to rest on some other distinction.\textsuperscript{50} Understanding how Stercze’s errors could have been so significant that both Corvinus and Rozgon recognized them and derided the astrologer reveals an important facet of astrological practice at the Hungarian court and Corvinus’s own preference for astrological instruments.

To rectify a geniture, Stercze preferred a technique based on Ptolemy’s animodar. He explained in a letter to Janós Rozgon that finding the ruling planet of the preceding conjunction or opposition of the luminaries provided more accurate birth times. The important step in the process was to determine the precise time and location of the actual new or full moon rather than relying on mean conjunctions and oppositions. To underscore his approach, Stercze included a set of tables that he used to calculate the new and full moons.\textsuperscript{51} Bylica rejected this approach, adopting instead a technique based on the time of conception.\textsuperscript{52} His technique for determining the time of conception was an eclectic mix drawn from Ptolemy, Leopold of Austria, Hermes, and Abraham ibn Ezra.\textsuperscript{53} Neither Bylica nor Stercze provided convincing arguments for his own approach or against the other. On paper, the two seemed equivalent.

Whatever the merits of Bylica’s mathematical technique for rectifying a geniture, another aspect of his approach set him apart from Stercze and simultaneously attracted the king’s attention. In a crowded assembly, where the finer points of mathematical analysis would have been difficult to convey, Bylica distinguished his technique through the conspicuous use of a large, eleventh-century astrolabe, which he used to determine the hour and minute of conception.\textsuperscript{54} His performance with the astrolabe must have been impressive. In his letter to Stanislaus, Bylica explained briefly how to use an astrolabe to determine the exact time of conception. Working backward from the reported date of birth, the astrologer calculated the day of conception. He then consulted a set of tables to determine the locations of the sun and the moon on that day. At this point, Bylica introduced the astrolabe: rotate the rete, the star map on the front of the instrument, until the moon’s position is on the eastern

\textsuperscript{48} Bylica, “Epistola ad Stanislaum” (cit. n. 37), fol. 146v.
\textsuperscript{49} Birkenmajer, “Centres de la science des astres” (cit. n. 25), 459–60.
\textsuperscript{50} Bylica’s success and Stercze’s subsequent demise suggest that in fifteenth-century Hungary, expertise was an attribute applied to somebody rather than some real thing (cf. Collins and Evans, “Third Wave of Science Studies” and \textit{Rethinking Expertise}. [Both cit. n. 5]).
\textsuperscript{51} Johannes Stercze, “Epistola ad Magnificum Comitem Johannem de Rozgon de Rectificatione Geniture Humanae,” MS Bibliotheca Electoralis f. 73, fols. 133v–135r.
\textsuperscript{52} In a letter written some time later to a student at Krakow, Bylica explicitly rejected the animodar; “An per Luminaria Poterint Rectificari Figure Geniturarum,” BJ cod. 1846, fol. 286.
\textsuperscript{53} Bylica, “Epistola ad Stanislaum” (cit. n. 37), fol. 146v.
\textsuperscript{54} Markowski, “Die Mathematischen und Naturwissenschaften” (cit. n. 25), 126.
set the *regula* on the sun’s location in the zodiac for the day of con-
ception; and read the exact time of birth from where the regula crosses the time scale
on the limb of the astrolabe. Finally, Bylica discussed the different methods for di-
ving the horoscopic houses. In a clear reference to his colleague Regiomontanus,
Bylica mentioned the “rational method” and Regiomontanus’s recently completed
tables. He also alluded to using the lines engraved on the front of an astrolabe to di-
vide the houses. In his debate with Stercze Bylica probably used his astrolabe to di-
vide the horoscopic houses precisely because doing so would have provided a better
performance, distinguishing his technique from Stercze’s and displaying clearly his
expertise with astrological instruments. In particular, his use of an astrolabe to recti-
fy Rozgon’s geniture must have been calculated to appeal to Corvinus’s interest in
astrological instruments. By 1468 Bylica knew that Johannes Gazulus’s texts, which
discussed the use of astrolabes in constructing horoscopes, had been in circulation at
Corvinus’s court in Buda since the late 1450s, when Gazulus had sent copies of his
texts to Corvinus—Regiomontanus and Bylica had encountered the texts at the court,
and Regiomontanus discussed Gazulus’s texts in his *Tabulae Directionum*.

Bylica’s use of an astrolabe to rectify a geniture was not mere showmanship. Ast-
rolabes and related astrological instruments stood at the center of his astrological
practice. Later, when a student at Krakow wrote to him to ask whether or not it was
possible to rectify a geniture by using the location of the two luminaries, Bylica once
again emphasized the importance of an astrolabe to determine the time of conception.
After mentioning the methods proposed by Ptolemy and the Jewish astrologer Abra-
ham Ibn Ezra, Bylica boasted that he had frequently used his own technique to iden-
tify errors in other people’s genitures and to construct correct ones. He claimed that
his technique was not only accurate but also remarkably easy. He then described in
slightly more detail than he had provided in his letter to his nephew Stanislaus how to
find the location of the moon and sun, how to rotate the rete until the moon is on the
eastern horizon line and to rotate the regula until it crosses the sun’s location, and fi-
nally how to read the time of conception from where the regula crosses the time scale
on the limb of the astrolabe. Bylica suggested that the astrolabe was the most efficient
way to determine the horoscopic houses and to construct the rectified geniture. In-
deed, he expected the student to have an astrolabe at hand and to use it to divide the
houses. Only when lacking an astrolabe should the astrologer rely solely on tables, in
which case Bylica referred the student to the set of tables he had composed for use at
latitude 50°, in Krakow.

Although he had recently appointed the astrologer and humanist Galeotto Marzio
as his chief librarian, the king was now actively seeking a court astrologer. The con-
test between Stercze and Bylica allowed the king to assess the two astrologers and to
select the most skilled one for his court. In judging the debate, Corvinus was also able

55 The best introduction to the astrolabe remains J. D. North, “The Astrolabe,” *Scientific American*
56 Bylica, “Epistola ad Stanislaum” (cit. n. 37), fol. 146r.
27–30.
58 There were a number of techniques in circulation for using the astrolabe to determine the house
divisions. See the discussion in North, *Horoscopes and History* (cit. n. 57), 56–69.
59 Cit. n. 32.
60 Bylica, “An per Luminaria” (cit. n. 52), fol. 286.
61 Ibid.
to display his own knowledge of astrology—thereby reinforcing Marzio’s image of him as a skilled practitioner—and to endorse and support a particular form of astrology. Bylica’s performance with the astrolabe appealed to the king’s particular interest in astrology and especially astrological instruments. Corvinus acted quickly, bringing Bylica into the role of court astrologer and political adviser.

The king had immediate need for a court astrologer and political adviser. In March he had declared war on Victorin Podebrady, the governor of Moravia and the son of George Podebrady, the Utraquist king of Bohemia. Although Corvinus had been married to Podebrady’s daughter, Catherine, tensions between Bohemia and Hungary had been increasing since her death in 1464. Podebrady’s continued alliance with the Utraquists in Bohemia had aggravated his relations with the pope and Catholic monarchs. Considering himself the defender of Bohemian Catholics and the leader of a crusade against heretics, Corvinus invaded southern Moravia shortly after declaring war. Although Corvinus returned to Pozsony for the diet, he marched back into Moravia as soon as the diet ended and renewed his siege of Hradiště, an Utraquist stronghold in southern Moravia. Failing to capture the city, Corvinus turned to his court astrologer. On July 25, 1468, Corvinus sent a letter to the town council in Pozsony, instructing it to provide Bylica and Marzio with a carriage, horses, and any provisions necessary so that they could travel immediately to Hradiště to advise the king. Whatever Bylica’s advice was, Corvinus soon captured and briefly occupied the city before returning to Hungary.

**HOROSCOPES AND COMETS**

After advising the king at his siege of Hradiště, Bylica returned to Pozsony, where in the autumn term he resumed his lectures on astrology at the Academia Istropolitana. Although he was now a recognized expert, Bylica had to solidify his expertise and position as Corvinus’s astrologer and adviser. Whereas Bylica initially had to demonstrate his expertise in a very orchestrated context, the Hungarian diet, he now had to display his expertise in texts and through the advice he gave to the king. To accomplish his goal, Bylica had to base his expertise in his academic credentials, his personal experience, his demonstrated control of the technical details of astrology, and his contributions to Corvinus’s pressing political issues.

62 Here Corvinus can be seen as acting like prince-practitioners of the later sixteenth century who through their patronage promoted particular efforts to study the natural world. Corvinus shared with the later prince-practitioners a preference for precision instruments, in his case, the astrolabe, a preference that had its basis in practical political problems. On the later prince-practitioners, see Moran, “German Prince-Practitioners” (cit. n. 7).


64 Odložilík, Hussite King (cit. n. 63), 190–221; Engel, Realm of St. Stephen (cit. n. 9), 304.

65 Pope Paul II had excommunicated Podebrady in December 1465. In April 1468 the pope was offering numerous indulgences for any ruler who helped to drive Podebrady from the throne. See the pope’s letter in Hermann Markgraf, ed., Politische Correspondenz Breslaus im Zeitalter Georgs von Podiebrad, vol. 2, Politische Correspondenz Breslaus, 1463–1469, Scriptores Rerum Silesiacarum 9 (Breslau, 1874), 265–70. On April 8, 1468, Corvinus compared Podebrady to the Turks and portrayed his own war against Podebrady as a crusade. See ibid., 262–3.


67 Unfortunately, Bylica’s advice to the king does not survive.
Rectifying a geniture, through complicated mathematical calculations and the use of an astrolabe, was anything but a boring astrological debate. Much of astrology depended on having constructed accurate and precise horoscopes. Astrologers often collected horoscopes for famous people and patrons and used those horoscopes in their practices. Bylica himself had started to build his own collection of horoscopes, which he drew on throughout his career at Corvinus’s court. Unlike later astrologers, most famously Luca Guarico and Girolamo Cardano, whose efforts focused on compiling vast numbers of genitures, Bylica did not limit himself to birth charts. Alongside the genitures, he constructed horoscopes for the election and coronation of kings and popes as well as charts recording the founding of cities and kingdoms. Unlike his sixteenth-century successors, Bylica rarely recorded substantial interpretations along with his charts. Bylica’s collection was never published—he did not depend on its circulation for his professional identity.68 The horoscopes in his collection were, instead, the reference material that he drew on when he needed it and were essential to his success as an astrologer.

Bylica had begun compiling his collection of horoscopes by the summer of 1468. Over the next twenty-five years, he continued to calculate new horoscopes for rulers and cities throughout Europe. He did not, however, simply add to his collection; he also returned to previous charts again and again, adding new information or highlighting specific details. Occasionally, he added a brief explanatory comment or other working note.69 Bylica probably used these horoscopes to offer advice to Corvinus during his various military and diplomatic efforts. The real value of these horoscopes, however, was realized when Bylica used them to interpret two comets. Bylica’s two judicia, on the comets of 1468 and 1472, reveal the extent to which the horoscopes provided the foundation for his broader efforts to interpret prodigious phenomena.

On September 22, 1468, Bylica observed a comet that prompted him to compose a judicium in which he interpreted this prodigious event. Two weeks later, on October 6, Bylica dedicated his interpretation to Corvinus and assured the king that the comet heralded favorable outcomes for Corvinus’s political endeavors.70 From his opening lines Bylica emphasized his role as one of Corvinus’s political advisers and the political significance of the comet:

Because I know that your majesty, most serene prince, desires nothing more than the health of your kingdoms, the care and governance of which God has recently placed in your hands, I myself decided to explain to you my judgment of things to come from this comet to which I will add the arguments of the most learned astrologers and things learned from experience.71

---


69 Bylica bequeathed his collection of horoscopes along with the rest of his library to the University of Krakow. The original horoscopes were recopied at the end of the fifteenth century. The copies are preserved in Bylica, “Nativitates,” BJ cod. 3225.

70 Bylica, “Judicium de Cometa Que Apparavit Anno Domini Mcccc 68,” Bayerische Staatsbibliothek, Munich, Codici Latini Monacenses 9024, fol. 113v.

71 Ibid., fol. 107r.
Bylica’s reference to the “most learned astrologers” emphasized his academic credentials, while his reference to “things learned from experience” drew attention to his own astrological expertise. In October 1468 Bylica brought that expertise to bear on Corvinus’s most pressing political, religious, and military concerns: Corvinus’s efforts to convey his own image as the true defender of the Catholic Church against Podebrady.

Throughout the 1460s relations between Podebrady and Rome had steadily deteriorated. In 1461, to bolster support from the Bohemian Utraquists, Podebrady had appointed John of Rokycany archbishop of Prague and subsequently began to staff his offices with Utraquist nobles. The following year he sent delegates to Rome to petition Pope Pius II to recognize the compactata from the Council of Basel, which allowed Bohemian laity to receive communion in both kinds. The church had intended the compactata to be a temporary concession. Consequently, Pius II rejected Podebrady’s petition and demanded instead that Podebrady outlaw the compactata. Podebrady’s final break from the Catholic Church came after he tried to form a league of princes free from papal influence. The new pope, Paul II, resolved to deal with the Utraquist problem and summoned Podebrady to Rome in 1465 to answer charges of heresy. When Podebrady ignored the summons, Paul excommunicated him. A year later the pope declared Podebrady a heretic and urged Corvinus to depose him. Corvinus quickly adopted the mantle of a crusading knight and declared himself the savior of the Bohemian Catholics. Comparing Podebrady to the Turkish infidels, he cast his aggression in terms of a crusade to recover Bohemia. In early 1468 Corvinus declared war on Bohemia and invaded Moravia, hoping to use a successful campaign in Bohemia to generate support for a crusade against the Turks.

Bylica, who had recently returned from the Bohemian campaign, was intimately familiar with Corvinus’s political situation. When he composed his *Judicium de Cometa Que Apparavit Anno Domini Mcccc 68*, Bylica aligned his rhetoric with Corvinus’s political ambitions. Among the events signaled by the comet, Bylica reassured Corvinus that it portended

> the swift death of that most sinful heresiarch George of Podebrady, who holds himself up as king of Bohemia, Podebrady the most severe enemy of the orthodox faith and the Roman Church. To defend the Catholic faith, Your Majesty has begun a war with him in the present year.

In addition to reassuring the king that his efforts to drive Podebrady from the Bohemian throne would succeed, Bylica’s judicium also reinforced his role as Corvinus’s...
political adviser. Bylica reminded the king of his own role in Corvinus’s siege of Hradiště and promised to predict the outcome of future events. Bylica was attempting to carve out a space for himself at Corvinus’s court.

Bylica’s judicium was entirely traditional. He opened with the basic observational information, then discussed the nature of comets, and finally offered specific interpretations of this particular comet.77 “The comet first appeared,” he told Corvinus, “near the beginning of Leo, conjoined with respect to its latitude to Jupiter and then through its own proper motion it infected the entire sign of Leo and the entire sign of Virgo.”78 From this information, Bylica was able to determine the comet’s complexion and general characteristics. The head of the comet was of the nature of Saturn, black and cold. Its tail, extending north toward the seven stars in Ursa Major, shared with them a rich cerulean blue color.79 Bylica used this information to make his specific predictions, which as he promised relied on experience and the authority of learned astrologers.

Since Aristotle, comets had signaled droughts, famines, wars, diseases, and earthquakes.80 Although Bylica’s interpretation did not deviate from this general framework, he was more concerned with specific predictions. He drew attention to the aspects of the most recent comet that portended the death of a king and the destruction of his realm. He argued that the historical record, one form of experience, supported this interpretation. The comet in 1444 had portended an earthquake later that same year and the deaths of Vladislaus III, the king of Poland and Hungary, and many barons at the hands of the invading Turks. Similarly, the comet of 1456 had foreshadowed earthquakes.81 “Thus, without a doubt, our comet will be followed by earthquakes in places subdued by the sign of Leo,” causing the destruction of cities, towns, and castles.82 Corvinus, who expended great effort to associate himself with leonine imagery, must have read Bylica’s prediction as a metaphor for his campaign in Bohemia.83 Turning from experience to authority, Bylica drew on classical and contemporary astrologers. His catalog of learned astrologers included Aristotle, Pliny, Ptolemy, Haly Abenragel, John of Damascus, and Leopold of Austria. According to their writings, comets always threatened wars, the deaths of kings, and the overthrow of kingdoms.84 Drawing closely on Ptolemy’s Quadrripartitum, Bylica reassured Corvinus that towns and castles under the influence of Leo would soon be destroyed. In an unusual reference, Bylica claimed that both Homer and Haly Abenragel had determined that comets in the sign of Leo signaled “wars between kings and immense bloodshed.”85 Even in his general predictions, Bylica focused on the war between Corvinus and Podebrady.

When Bylica turned his attention to specific predictions, he relied on another form

77 For a representative sample of cometary tracts, see Lynn Thorndike, Latin Treatises on Comets between 1238 and 1368 A.D. (Chicago, 1950).
78 Bylica, “Judicium de Cometa” (cit. n. 70), fol. 107v.
79 Ibid., fol. 108r.
81 Bylica, “Judicium de Cometa” (cit. n. 70), fol. 109v.
82 Ibid.
83 On Corvinus’s efforts to portray himself as the lion, see Enikő Békés, “The Lion and King Matthias Corvinus: A Renaissance Interpretation of a Classical Physiognomic Image,” Annual of Medieval Studies at the CEU 10 (2004): 77–94.
84 Bylica, “Judicium de Cometa” (cit. n. 70), fols. 108v–109r.
85 Ibid., fol. 109r.
of expertise: his collection of horoscopes. This body of reference material revealed Bylica’s technical and mathematical expertise and allowed him to construct detailed and no doubt persuasive predictions. The bulk of Bylica’s judicium contains predictions about the pope, other European rulers, and the Turks before concluding with dire predictions for Bohemia. His predictions were typically replete with warnings of plagues and mortal dangers. Corvinus, if he was careful and diligent, would escape serious injury or death.86 In each case, Bylica drew on his collection of horoscopes, often employing more than one horoscope in a prediction. His predictions for Pope Paul II were typical of his practice and underscored the necessary connection between casting horoscopes and interpreting comets. In addition to general astrological doctrines of influence, Bylica’s prediction for Pope Paul II depended on three specific horoscopes: the pope’s geniture, the chart for the pope’s election, and the horoscope for his coronation.87 Initially, Bylica warned that the pope should fear death because the comet appeared near Jupiter, which held influence over spiritual people. Moreover, the comet had appeared in the earth sign that ruled Italy and was especially threatening to Rome itself.88 To these general claims Bylica added three specific arguments. He began by stating that the comet had appeared in the tenth house of the pope’s election chart. Further, when the comet appeared, the sun was in the same fiery sign it had occupied at the time of the pope’s coronation. Finally, the comet had appeared in the ascending sign of the pope’s geniture. Although Bylica stopped short of stating his conclusion, the implication of these disastrous correlations was clear: the pope was in mortal danger.89 What made Bylica’s prediction so convincing was the rigor of his analysis, demonstrated by the constant reference to the horoscopes that he had constructed and analyzed in order to determine the most significant astrological correlations. While Bylica’s prediction for Paul II relied most explicitly on his collection of horoscopes, his other predictions shared a similar degree of detailed analysis.

Bylica had reserved his most virulent attack for his real targets: the Bohemian heretics, George Podebrady and his Utraquist priest John of Rokycany. Once again he drew on two types of experience: a shared historical narrative and his own technical skills. He reminded Corvinus that the comet in 1410, which had the nature of Mercury and had appeared near Jupiter in the sign of Leo, had brought about the death of the Bohemian king Wenceslaus and the spread of the Wycliffe heresy throughout Bohemia through the teachings of Jan Hus.90 Bylica implied that the comet in 1410 had set in motion the changes that ultimately had led to the two current Bohemian heretics. The connection between comets and political and religious change was inescapable. To make his argument for the current comet, Bylica drew on his technical expertise, embodied in his collection of horoscopes: “Clearly the condemned heretic George Podebrady, who acts as if he is the king of Bohemia and who had, at the hour of his coronation, Leo as the ascending sign... and Rokycany, the seducer of Bohemia, will be killed by this comet.”91 He concluded optimistically, suggesting that

86 Ibid., fols. 111r–111v.
87 Unfortunately, I have not yet been able to identify these horoscopes.
88 Bylica, “Judicium de Cometa” (cit. n. 70), fol. 110v.
89 Ibid.
90 Ibid., fol. 112r.
91 Ibid., fols. 111v–112r.
the comet promised to bring about the annihilation of the entire Utraquist sect and Bohemia’s return to the true church. Corvinus, who conquered Moravia and most of Silesia by the end of the year, must have found Bylica’s predictions reassuring. Then, in May 1469, the Bohemian Catholics secured Corvinus’s election to the Bohemian throne.

By 1472, when Bylica composed a judicium on the comet that appeared on January 11 that year, the general political context and Bylica’s immediate milieu had changed in important ways. In 1471 the Academia Istropolitana had closed, prompting Bylica to relocate to Corvinus’s court in Buda. The university, which had struggled for three years to survive, finally closed when its chancellor and most ardent supporter, Johannes Vitéz, was imprisoned for plotting against the king. Vitéz along with his nephew Pannonius and a number of Hungarian magnates had grown dissatisfied with Corvinus’s war against Bohemia. In early 1471, when Podebrady and Rokycany died, the disaffected Hungarian lords connived with Bohemian Catholics to place the Catholic Casimir of Poland, son of Jagiellonian King Casimir IV of Poland, on the Bohemian throne. Corvinus not only lost his excuse for invading Bohemia but also had to contend with domestic unrest—Vitéz and his co-conspirators had further plotted to elect Casimir to the Bohemian throne. Corvinus quickly learned of their plot and acted to reestablish his authority in the kingdom. Some of the conspirators fled the country. Others were imprisoned or executed. Vitéz’s own imprisonment signaled the death knell for the Academia Istropolitana, which closed before the end of the year. At that time, Bylica moved immediately to Corvinus’s court in Buda. Bylica’s judicium on the comet of 1472 reflects both the altered political landscape as well as his own new secure position at Corvinus’s court in Buda.

However much the general context had changed, Bylica adopted the same basic contours for his judicium. He established the comet’s location, its color, and its complexion. The comet had appeared in Libra, had an extremely long tail, was ruddy in color, and had the nature of the planets Mars and Mercury. His specific predictions again consumed most of the judicium. Once again he argued from shared historical experience and his own expertise in constructing horoscopes. In mid-January 1472, Bylica appropriated the recent deaths of Podebrady and Rokycany as evidence for his own skill in making predictions. As before, Bylica considered the fortunes of Hungary’s allies and enemies. This time he singled out for special attention Emperor Frederick III. Bylica claimed that rulers who had the sun in Libra in their genitures were especially at risk of death, “just as happens in the geniture of the invincible prince, Frederick, king of the Romans and present emperor, who has the sun at 6 degrees 39 minutes of Libra near which degree the comet was inflamed.” The specific reference to a detail in Frederick’s geniture indicates that Bylica consulted his collection of horoscopes when writing his judicium. In fact, Bylica’s copy of the emperor’s rectified geniture was part of his collection. In Frederick’s geniture the sun is found at

---

92 Ibid., fol. 112r.
93 Engel, *Realm of St. Stephen* (cit. n. 9), 304.
94 Ibid., 304–5.
95 Bylica, “Judicium de Comete Qui Apparavit Anno Domini M° cccc° lxxij°,” Stiftsbibliothek Melk, Melk, Austria, Cod. Mellicensis 751/2, fol. 319v–320r.
96 Ibid., fol. 324r.
97 Ibid., fol. 323v.
the bottom of the chart, in the fourth house, at 6°39’ of Libra. Bylica’s dire prediction for Frederick, combined with the earthquakes and similar disasters that he predicted for various Austrian towns, suggest that by 1472 Bylica had shifted his focus from Bohemia to Austria. Relations between Austria and Hungary had always been strained. In 1469 they had deteriorated, and negotiations in 1470 did little to relieve tensions. Bylica was, perhaps, echoing and reinforcing Corvinus’s own hopes for western expansion. Five years later, the king invaded Austria and besieged Vienna. Although Corvinus did not capture the city, he was able to compel Frederick to accept a peace agreement acknowledging Corvinus as the king of Bohemia and paying an indemnity of 100,000 florins. The peace lasted only until April 1482, when Corvinus openly declared war on Frederick.

When Corvinus invaded Austria in 1482, Bylica was once again at his side giving him advice. On June 28, 1482, Bylica cast an election chart for Corvinus. Bylica claimed that the superior planets strengthened Corvinus’s chances in war. At a later date, Bylica returned to the geniture he had constructed for Emperor Frederick III. Bylica identified a specific astrological cause to explain Frederick’s previous military failures, when the emperor had been forced to take shelter in the Hofburg because his brother, Albrecht, had besieged Vienna. Bylica also noted along the bottom of the chart that in 1483 Frederick lost many towns to the Hungarian king. Bylica’s predictions about Frederick’s difficulties must have reassured Corvinus of his impending successes against the emperor. In January 1485 Corvinus besieged Vienna; six months later he marched triumphantly into the city, which he occupied until his death in 1490.

Corvinus’s reliance on astrological experts was not aberrant. Many other princes relied on astrologers throughout their reigns. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, Corvinus’s reliance shares most with that of his rival, Emperor Frederick III in Vienna. During Frederick’s reign the Habsburg court increasingly turned away from medical astrologers and looked to mathematically trained astrologers at the University of Vienna. Frederick viewed the university masters as a resource, a ready body of academic experts who could be consulted on state matters. One of the masters Frederick had consulted was a young Regiomontanus, who in 1459 cast a geniture for the birth of the emperor’s son, the future Emperor Maximilian I. A decade later Corvinus tried to entice Regiomontanus to come to Buda as one of Corvinus’s own astrologers. Corvinus’s use of astrologers shares more with Vienna than simply Regiomontanus. Like his rival Frederick, Corvinus relied on mathematically trained experts more than physician-astrologers. Corvinus also tried to found specific institutions, universities
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99 Engel, Realm of St. Stephen (cit. n. 9), 306.
100 Bylica, “Nativitates” (cit. n. 69), fol. 11r.
101 Ibid., fol. 13r.
103 The geniture as well as Regiomontanus’s interpretation of it survive in the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek in Vienna: Regiomontanus, “Epistola ad Quandam Imperatricem Judicium Astrologicum de Ejusdem Filio Continens,” ÖNB cod. lat. 5179.
and an observatory, that would allow him unfettered access to astrologers as well as other experts. In 1485 Corvinus seemed finally to secure access to such an institution when he captured Vienna.104

Corvinus’s preference for mathematically trained astrologers who conspicuously used astrological instruments seems to distinguish astrology at the Hungarian court from astrology at the English or Milanese courts. In England, precisely during the later fifteenth century, the monarchy was growing increasingly suspicious of astrologers, who had been implicated in treasonous plots. As the prominence of academic astrologers faded, the court turned to medically trained astrologers, who in their roles as court physicians were also called upon to provide astrological advice on political issues.105 In Milan there was a similar close connection between physicians and astrology. Court physicians offered advice to the Sforza dukes Galeazzo Maria Sforza and later Ludovico Sforza. Physician-astrologers in Milan offered advice on political matters—for example, entering cities, interpreting comets, and the deaths of rivals—as well as health questions. And just as in England, astrologers at rival courts were implicated in treasonous plots against the Sforza dukes.106 In Hungary, by contrast, astrologers seem to have escaped suspicion during any of the plots against the king.

CONCLUSION

Bylica continued in Corvinus’s service until the king died on April 6, 1490. Bylica noted on the geniture that he had cast for Corvinus that the “causes of death include a conjunction of Jupiter and Mars at 16 degrees of Capricorn; also a conjunction of Mars and Mercury at 8.”107 During his long career at Corvinus’s court, Bylica had made himself indispensable to the king. Corvinus, who from the earliest years of his reign eagerly sought to attract astrologers to his court, appreciated Bylica’s astrological expertise and relied on him to provide important political advice. Bylica’s specific form of expertise combined technical mathematics with the use of astrological instruments and ensured that he succeeded where other astrologers, notably Stercze, failed. Corvinus rewarded Bylica by providing him with the income from various prebends. The king also wrote to Pope Innocent VIII, requesting that the pope provide Bylica with additional prebends.108

Bylica was not the only astrologer to enjoy Corvinus’s patronage. Corvinus tried but ultimately failed to retain Regiomontanus, whose expertise in both mathematics and astrological instruments surely exceeded Bylica’s. Corvinus did succeed in attracting Hans Dorn, the most gifted instrument maker in the later fifteenth century. He had come to Pozsony, enticed by the promise of Corvinus’s rich patronage. When the Academia Istropolitana closed in 1471, Dorn returned for a short time to Vienna before joining Bylica at Corvinus’s court in Buda. Corvinus hoped to use Dorn and Bylica as the core experts around whom he could build an institution that could pro-

104 A proper study of Corvinus’s use of institutions, especially his relationship to the University of Vienna after he captured the city in 1485, is still wanting.
105 See Carey, Courting Disaster (cit. n. 9), esp. 138–63.
106 On the court at Milan see Azzolini, “Reading Health in the Stars” and “Politics of Prognostication.” (Both cit. n. 9).
107 Bylica, “Nativitates” (cit. n. 69), fol. 8v.
108 See Domonkos, “Polish Astronomer Martinus Bylica” (cit. n. 4).
vide his court with a ready pool of astrological experts. The king charged Bylica and Dorn with building an observatory and hoped to use these two astrologers as the core astrology faculty for a university in Buda. In 1478, Corvinus sent them to Nuremberg to purchase Regiomontanus’s library and instruments for the observatory and university. Although they returned empty-handed, Corvinus remained committed to supporting astrology at his court. Shortly after Bylica and Dorn returned to Buda, Dorn constructed a new astrolabe, a large celestial globe, and a *torquetum* for Bylica. The bronze globe was the largest metal globe made in Europe before 1500.

Although the instruments might have been intended for Corvinus’s observatory or the university in Buda, they all bear Bylica’s coat of arms and were used by him in his astrological practice.

Bylica’s career points to the central role of astrology in Corvinian politics. At the same time, Bylica’s astrological practice, relying as it did on a mastery of technical details, academic credentials, personal experience, and astrological instruments, reveals Corvinus’s particular interests in astrology. Corvinus’s patronage activities were all calculated to improve his own image and to solidify his position as a Renaissance monarch. His adoption of Renaissance architecture, his collection of illuminated manuscripts, and his patronage of humanists all contributed to his reputation. His patronage of astrologers, similarly, helped to reinforce his claim to be a Renaissance monarch. Corvinus’s support for Bylica suggests that he recognized and appreciated Bylica’s particular technical expertise. Bylica’s astrological expertise, however, was not limited simply to mathematical details. His use of astrolabes, which could function not only as technical instruments but also as instruments of display and authority, must have appealed to Corvinus. For Corvinus, Bylica’s astrolabes provided visual and public trappings of astrology that could be displayed before the assembled lords at the annual diet, to his invading armies, or to the city fathers and university masters in a conquered city. Later, after Bylica had solidified his position at the court, Corvinus benefited from the reflected authority of Bylica’s astrological expertise. Whether or not Corvinus followed any of Bylica’s advice was beside the point. Corvinus was an astute monarch who understood that his success in constructing his image as a modern, Renaissance ruler required more than beautiful palaces, gardens, and libraries. He also had to support an intellectually vibrant court that could attract the best scholars from all over Europe. The astrologers who came to Corvinus’s court along with their astrolabes and other astrological instruments played a central role in the king’s efforts to create the ideal of a Renaissance monarchy.

109 Michael Shank has detailed how Corvinus’s contemporary and rival, Emperor Frederick III, relied on the academic experts at the University of Vienna as a pool of political advisers; see “Academic Consulting” (cit. n. 102).